Royole Moon Buttons,
Wheels, and Touch Pad Functionality.
Moon's powerful OS is easily navigated using a touch sensitive
interface found on the right ear pad, and controlled by Royole's
patented flexible electronic technology. In addition to the right ear
pad touch control, Moon has 2 buttons and 2 focus wheels. This
tutorial will describe their location and functionality.
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Home Button
Moon’s Home button is found on the underside of the right ear pad. The Home Button's function changes based on
where you are in the OS, and the way it is pressed.
There are two ways to press the Home button:
Press and Hold.

Double pressing the button.

When you press and hold down the Home button in Music and Video folders, a menu
will appear asking how you want the folder content arranged. For example, in the Music
folder you can choose to arrange the music by song, album, or artist. In the Video
folder, you can arrange your videos by title and time. You can change the default setting
by using the right ear pad touch controls.

Whenever you double press the Home
button you will immediately exit
whatever folder or screen you are in
and return to the home menu. When
listening to music and double pressing
the Home button you can still listen to
the music in the background even
when you return to the Home menu.

When you press and hold down the Home button while watching a movie, a menu will
appear letting you choose the sound track. When listening to music, pressing and
holding down the Home Button opens a menu letting you choose how you would like to
listen to your tracks.

2D/3D Button
Moon is engineered to automatically detect if your content source is 2D or 3D, however some content communicates
inefficiently and to solve this Moon has a 2D/3D button on the underside of the headset display.
If for some reason, you are seeing two images when watching your content, just press the
2D/3D button once and one image should appear.
2D <--> 3D

Focus Wheels
There are two focus wheels, one for each eye, and there are two separate techniques to make sure your displays are in
focus. And those techniques are:

1

Set Interpupillary Distance
(distance between the center of
your pupils)

2

Focusing the lens for
each eye

To learn more about using the Focus Wheels to focus Moon’s displays please skip to the tutorial Calibrating the
Displays on Your Royole Moon.

Volume and OS Navigational Touch Control
Moon’s right ear pad incorporates Royole’s patented flexible sensor touch control technology. The large circle
surface area facing out on the right ear pad has a flexible touch sensor, built-in, to help you navigate within Moon’s OS.
The narrow strip surrounding the large circle surface also contains a flexible sensor to control volume. See the sections
below to learn more

Note

How you wear the headstrap
on your head changes the
earpad surface orientation
and the swiping direction
of the volume and
navigation controls.
Headstrap Straight Up

Volume Touch Control
The top half of the narrow strip surrounding the
large circle is Moon’s volume control. Utilizing
Royole’s flexible sensor technology you simply
need to apply pressure with your finger and then
slide your finger clockwise (right or forward) to
increase volume. Pressing and sliding your finger
counter-clockwise (left or backward) decreases
the volume.

Headstrap Forward

Headstrap Back

OS Navigational Touch Control
The large circle area of the right ear pad is a touch sensor that allows you to navigate, interact, and control Moon’s
OS. You can swipe left/right/up/down, click, double-click, long press, pinch together, and expand using one or two
fingers to navigate and operate the OS.
General Navigation
Swiping left/right and up/down moves your cursor around Moon’s OS.
Pressing the center of the right earpad, once manipulates the item
currently highlighted or selected by the cursor. If it is a folder like
Music, Video, WLAN, etc. then pressing once opens the folder. If it is a
movie, music or some other type of content then a single press will
start playing the content. If you were already watching or listening to
content pressing once will pause your content.
Pressing twice will either back you out of a video, music or some other content or if you are in a folder back you out
of that folder to the previous folder or menu.

Video/Music Player Operation
Under the video/music player interface, you can slide left or right to
fast forward or rewind your content. To keep fast forwarding or
rewinding continuously, slide in the direction you want to go, and at
the end of your slide hold and press the touch panel. Sliding up or
down while listening to music, lets you switch to previous or next song.

Organizing and Interacting in Moon’s OS
When navigating in a folder with content (Video, Music, Pictures, etc.) pressing and holding
the touch pad down opens a menu that will allow you to cancel, copy or delete the content or
files in that folder.

Increasing or decreasing screen size
In the display folder, under Settings, you can increase or decrease
the screen size by applying pressure to the right ear pad using your
thumb and index finger. Pinching or drawing your two fingers closely
together while continually applying pressure to the Moon ear pad will
decrease screen size. While expanding your thumb and index finger
while applying pressure to the right ear pad will increase screen size

